As easy as ABC? Primary prevention of sexually transmitted infections
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Uganda’s ABC programme has led to dramatic decreases in HIV infection rates for over a decade. No country in the world has seen its HIV incidence fall through condom promotion alone. Changes in primary sexual behaviour are always present when HIV rates decline. Safer sex is first about partner choice and then condom use, but both are important. There are valid criticisms of the ABC approach but its critics and proponents alike should work together if the Ugandan success is to be maintained and replicated in other countries.

In this issue, Genuis and Genuis draw renewed attention to the success of the ABC strategy (abstinence, being faithful, condom use) in reducing HIV infection rates in Uganda. They suggest that this approach will provide “an adaptable framework for ...STD prevention programmes in other nations”.

Although initially, there was much debate about the reality of the Ugandan success, few now dispute the overwhelming evidence showing both the extent and duration of the reduction of HIV infection. HIV prevalence in Uganda declined from 21.1% to 9.7% from 1991 to 1998 across 15 antenatal clinics, with the greatest declines among the younger age groups. In 21 year old army recruits, the decline was from 18.5% to 4% (1991–2002) and among army recruits, the decline was from the younger age groups. In 21 year old from 1991 to 1998 across 15 antenatal Uganda declined from 21.1% to 9.7% infection programmes in other nations”.1

CONTOURSY ON CAUSATION

Although the extent of HIV decline in Uganda is incontestable, its causes and implications for other countries are still widely contested. For example, there are recurring claims that the HIV reduction in Uganda is mainly attributable to safer sterile injection techniques in clinics.2 However, most experts closely involved in assessing the causes of the steep decline in HIV rates in Uganda would agree with Low-Beer’s conclusion that the most important single, distinctive factor behind every HIV prevention success is “wide social communication leading to declines in casual sex of up to 65% at the population level. If this risk avoidance did not occur, HIV did not decline, even with greater resources, condom use, counseling, education and treatment.”

However, there are dissenting voices. David Serwadda, director of the Institute of Public Health at Makerere University in Kampala commented “as a physician who has been involved in Uganda’s response to AIDS for twenty years, I fear that one small part of what led to Uganda’s success—promoting sexual abstinence—is being overemphasized in policy debates. While abstinence has played an important role in Uganda, it has not been a magic bullet.”3 This contrasts strikingly with Uganda’s President, Yoweri Museveni who emphasises that although “conoms have a role to play. Especially in couples who are HIV-positive, they cannot become the main means of stemming the tide of AIDS... condoms are not a magic bullet”.3

The Alan Guttmacher Institute suggests that “informed observers of the Ugandan experience indicate that abstinence-only education was not a significant program intervention during the years when Uganda’s HIV prevalence was dropping”,9 but informed observers such as Stoneburner and Low-Beer actually maintain that from the start “the government communicated a clear warning and prevention recommendation: AIDS or ‘slim’ was fatal and required and immediate population responses based on “zero-grazing.” that is, faithfulness to one partner. Condoms were a minor component of the original strategy”.2

CONDOM WARS

A large evidence base shows that consistent, correct condom use offers 90–95% protection against HIV infection, although inconsistent use is much less effective at 69%.10 The ABC strategy recognises that monogamy, for example, the Ugandan wife who is faithful to her HIV infected husband, at high risk of infection and condom use in this situation is of the utmost importance. Genuis and Genuis acknowledge the part that condoms played in controlling the spread of infection in high risk groups such as commercial sex workers in Thailand. Despite this almost universal acceptance of the importance of condoms for high risk partners, unsupported assertions that “since the AIDS virus is smaller than the pores in condoms, they offer no protection against HIV” are still being voiced in some parts of the world.

On the other hand, Amy Coen, president of Population Action International, recently asserted that “the importance of condoms cannot be overstated”.11 If this were true however, countries with comparable or higher rates of condom use than Uganda, such as Malawi and Kenya should also have lowered their HIV rates. South Africa, for example, which has strongly promoted condom use as the principal means of HIV prevention, remains the world leader in HIV prevalence with a survey in antenatal clinics showing an incidence of 26.5% in pregnant women in 2002.14 There are no examples to date from any country in the world that has reversed a generalised HIV epidemic by means of condom promotion alone.

There may be many reasons for this. Incorrect or inconsistent condom use is not an effective means of prevention of HIV; it has even been argued that this may lead to an increase in transmission. “The possibility that presenting casual sex using a condom as socially acceptable, enjoyable and safe might increase sexual risk behaviour in the general public cannot be dismissed. Condom promotion need not increase sexual activity to produce a negative effect. Even if it attenuates a decrease in the average number of sex partners that would have taken place otherwise in response to HIV/AIDS, it could be
harmful.” There is concern in the UK that increasing contraception provision without any consideration of the wider effects of this on sexual behaviour, may be counter-productive in its effects on sexual health, and lead to increases in both teen conception and STI rates.15–17

While in theory, condom use seems a logical solution to HIV prevention, a comprehensive meta-analysis on the issue concluded “it is disappointing to find so few sexual behaviour interventions that have been evaluated rigorously and deemed to be effective in reducing STIs”18 If there are such difficulties with HIV, the problem is even greater for infections such as genital herpes and HPV, where condoms have little or no impact in preventing their rapid spread. Even an article intending to put a positive spin on condom use and highlighting “non-use” as the “real problem with condoms”, none the less contains an illustrative figure showing those having sex with consistent, correct condom use twice a week with an infected partner
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Professor Michael Adler acknowledged recently that in the UK, “condom use has gone up, but probably not enough to offset the increase in sexual partners”20.

In the developing world, encouraging condom use for “at risk” sex also needs to be realistically viewed within the context of availability. President Museveni quite rightly draws attention to logistic realities in suggesting “In countries like ours, where a mother often has to walk 20 miles to get an aspirin for her sick child ...the question of getting a constant supply of condoms may never be resolved”.21 Even with unlimited availability however, Hearst and Hulley warn that “even if condoms were 99% effective, whether one uses condoms would still be less important than the risk status of one's partner”.22

**FRESH EMPHASIS ON FAITHFULNESS**

It is more than 10 years since Hudson14 hypothesised that in countries with a widespread heterosexual HIV epidemic, concurrent partnerships were likely to be a major contributing factor. He argued the driving force behind HIV transmission is the initial viraemia when titres of infectious virus are higher than in the asymptomatic phase and when sexual activity is likely to be greater than during the late symptomatic phase up to 10 years later. He recognised that mass condom distribution may not be cost effective compared with the simple message of “have one partner at a time and do not have casual partners when you are in a regular relationship”. He concluded that “Health educationalists rather than focusing on the forms of sex that are ‘safer’ could focus on the types of relationship that are ‘safer’. Most Western governments however have found such an emphasis politically unacceptable and have continued to promote the idea that “every one is at equal risk”. Safer sex is in fact more about the quality of sexual partner than use of condoms.

The publication in 2004 of three *BMJ* articles,24–26 emphasising partner reduction in preventing the spread of HIV, has raised the profile of the importance of sexual fidelity once again. The Ugandan “zero-grazing” policy of encouraging faithful monogamous relationships resulted in significant changes. The proportion of men with one or more casual partners in the previous year fell from 35% in 1989 to 15% in 1995 and for women from 16% to 6%. Shelton et al concluded that although a direct causal link could not be proved between the “zero-grazing” campaign and the concomitant fall in HIV rates, “it seems likely that it was critical to the success in Uganda”.24 Partner reduction was reported in every other HIV reduction success story worldwide.25

Despite this, the focus on being faithful has met with considerable opposition. Attention is rightly drawn to the fact that marital rape is not a crime in Uganda and many women have difficulty in refusing sex or insisting on condom use for fear that their husbands will beat or sexually abuse them. Women are more than twice as likely as young men in sub-Saharan Africa to be infected with HIV.22 The Global Coalition on Women and AIDS has reacted strongly by saying that the ABC strategy is “wholly inappropriate in many countries where women know little if anything about HIV and are afraid to ask their husband or boyfriend to use a condom”.27

These concerns for women’s equality are both right and necessary but it is difficult to see how they constitute a valid criticism of ABC programmes, as similar inequalities in women’s rights occur in many other African countries and the benefits of the ABC success have benefited Ugandan women as much as men. The HIV prevalence in pregnant women in Kampala for example, has fallen from 25% to 14%.28 First lady, Janet Museveni, has spearheaded the ABC campaign throughout Uganda so that women in particular might be informed about HIV and how to avoid it. Helping women to assert themselves is an intrinsic part of the Ugandan ABC programme’s unrivalled success and is fully compatible with providing women with job training, literacy, and negotiating skills to strengthen their position in the community.28

**ABSTINENCE—ESSENTIAL BUT NOT ENOUGH**

Although many critics of abstinence resort to ad hominem argument,29 rather than peer reviewed evidence, abstinence alone does have problems associated with it. Even among its advocates the term “abstinence” may conjure up Shakespearean images of monks or “nunneries”. The use of the terms “saved sex” or “deferred sex, may be more useful.

Abstinence focused approaches are obviously not appropriate for teens already sexually active. In Uganda, although the proportion of women aged 15–17 who had ever had sex fell from 50% in 1988 to 34% in 2000, the proportion who had had sex in the previous three months increased between 1988–1995 (when HIV rates were in most rapid decline) among those who were already sexually experienced.30 Bellis et al point out that in the UK, there is an “unwillingness to engage with the promiscuous 10%; a significant group who have multiple sexual partners, (and) may have started sex early in life. For instance one in ten young people have had sex at 14 or younger”.31 However, they go on to suggest that the abstinence 90% should be subject to the kind of sex education they consider mandatory for the “promiscuous” 10%, whereas the two constituencies need entirely different approaches.

The government’s Independent Advisory Committee on sexual health has no time for abstinence in its latest report.32 It erroneously states however, that those who make abstinence pledges are at higher risk of STIs than their non-pledging peers. In fact, the only data on this clearly show that those who made abstinence pledges had lower (but not significantly so) rates of STIs, despite having much lower rates of condom use.33 These data do also show that pledging schemes (which are very different from the ABC approach and are unlikely to be directly transferable outside the USA) do not significantly reduce STI rates six years later. The results also show that in communities with high pledging rates, the overall incidence of STIs is higher among both pledgers and non-pledgers. Ignorance of STIs may well induce complacency and be harmful to pledgers and others in high density pledging settings; any abstinence focused programme should
include teaching on STIs and their prevention and treatment. The USA has however had large falls in both teenage conceptions and abortions. With a 30% decrease in the past decade, teen pregnancies in the USA are now at their lowest level since 1946, and US policy deserves serious consideration. The only peer reviewed published research to date on causation shows that primary behaviour change plays a significant part. Sixty six per cent of the decrease in teenage pregnancies among unmarried girls from 1991 to 1995 is attributed to an increase in abstinence, and 53% of the decline in overall teenage pregnancies between 1991 to 2001 is attributed to changes in sexual behaviour including, but not limited to, abstinence. As yet, the UK government continues to turn a blind eye to such striking evidence.

TIME TO WORK TOGETHER? What the ABC success surely teaches is that a range of options is needed to help teenagers to defer sexual intercourse until they are in a secure, committed and loving relationship, to encourage faithfulness and partner reduction among the sexually active, and to promote condom use among those who engage in higher risk sex. The current warfare should end between those who would deny all use of condoms on religious grounds and those who decry abstinence because it cuts across their ideology of a teenager’s right to sex.

It is time for change. On World AIDS Day 2004, the Lancet published a commentary entitled “The time has come for common ground on preventing sexual transmission of HIV”. The same day, Harvard professor, Edward Green, issued a warning that many Western donors were determined to unpick the ABC strategy, rather than model future policy on it. “We’re going to reach a point where infection rates will start going up again and then experts will say ABC never worked, that there was probably something wrong with data all along”. Both sides of the sexual health debate have vital lessons to learn from Uganda but, if Green is correct, the opportunity to do so may only last for a few more years.  
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